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QUESTION 1

How do you create a topic named test with 3 partitions and 3 replicas using the Kafka CLI? 

A. bin/kafka-topics.sh --create --broker-list localhost:9092 --replication-factor 3 --partitions 3 --topic test 

B. bin/kafka-topics-create.sh --zookeeper localhost:9092 --replication-factor 3 --partitions 3 --topic test 

C. bin/kafka-topics.sh --create --bootstrap-server localhost:9092 --replication-factor 3 -- partitions 3 --topic test 

D. bin/kafka-topics.sh --create --bootstrap-server localhost:2181 --replication-factor 3 -- partitions 3 --topic test 

Correct Answer: C 

As of Kafka 2.3, the kafka-topics.sh command can take --bootstrap-server localhost:9092 as an argument. You could
also use the (now deprecated) option of --zookeeper localhost:2181. 

 

QUESTION 2

Producing with a key allows to... 

A. Ensure per-record level security 

B. Influence partitioning of the producer messages 

C. Add more information to my message 

D. Allow a Kafka Consumer to subscribe to a (topic,key) pair and only receive that data 

Correct Answer: B 

Keys are necessary if you require strong ordering or grouping for messages that share the same key. If you require that
messages with the same key are always seen in the correct order, attaching a key to messages will ensure messages
with the same key always go to the same partition in a topic. Kafka guarantees order within a partition, but not across
partitions in a topic, so alternatively not providing a key which will result in round-robin distribution across partitions - will
not maintain such order. 

 

QUESTION 3

To transform data from a Kafka topic to another one, I should use 

A. Kafka Connect Sink 

B. Kafka Connect Source 

C. Consumer + Producer 

D. Kafka Streams 

Correct Answer: D 
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Kafka Streams is a library for building streaming applications, specifically applications that transform input Kafka topics
into output Kafka topics 

 

QUESTION 4

What exceptions may be caught by the following producer? (select two) 

ProducerRecord record = 

new ProducerRecord("topic1", "key1", "value1"); 

try { 

producer.send(record); 

} catch (Exception e) { 

e.printStackTrace(); 

} 

A. BrokerNotAvailableException 

B. SerializationException 

C. InvalidPartitionsException 

D. BufferExhaustedException 

Correct Answer: BD 

These are the client side exceptions that may be encountered before message is sent to the broker, and before a future
is returned by the .send() method. 

 

QUESTION 5

You are using JDBC source connector to copy data from 3 tables to three Kafka topics. There is one connector created
with max.tasks equal to 2 deployed on a cluster of 3 workers. How many tasks are launched? 

A. 2 

B. 1 

C. 3 

D. 6 

Correct Answer: A 

here, we have three tables, but the max.tasks is 2, so that\\'s the maximum number of tasks that will be created 
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QUESTION 6

In Kafka Streams, by what value are internal topics prefixed by? 

A. tasks- 

B. application.id 

C. group.id 

D. kafka-streams-

Correct Answer: B 

In Kafka Streams, the application.id is also the underlying group.id for your consumers, and the prefix for all internal
topics (repartition and state) 

 

QUESTION 7

If I want to send binary data through the REST proxy, it needs to be base64 encoded. Which component needs to
encode the binary data into base 64? 

A. The Producer 

B. The Kafka Broker 

C. Zookeeper 

D. The REST Proxy 

Correct Answer: A 

The REST Proxy requires to receive data over REST that is already base64 encoded, hence it is the responsibility of the
producer 

 

QUESTION 8

Which of the following setting increases the chance of batching for a Kafka Producer? 

A. Increase batch.size 

B. Increase message.max.bytes 

C. Increase the number of producer threads 

D. Increase linger.ms 

Correct Answer: D 

linger.ms forces the producer to wait to send messages, hence increasing the chance of creating batches 
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QUESTION 9

Consumer failed to process record # 10 and succeeded in processing record # 11. Select the course of action that you
should choose to guarantee at least once processing 

A. Commit offsets at 10 

B. Do not commit until successfully processing the record #10 

C. Commit offsets at 11 

Correct Answer: C 

Here, you shouldn\\'t commit offsets 11 or 10 as it would indicate that the message #10 has been processed
successfully. 

 

QUESTION 10

A Zookeeper configuration has tickTime of 2000, initLimit of 20 and syncLimit of 5. What\\'s the timeout value for
followers to connect to Zookeeper? 

A. 20 sec 

B. 10 sec 

C. 2000 ms 

D. 40 sec 

Correct Answer: D 

tick time is 2000 ms, and initLimit is the config taken into account when establishing a connection to Zookeeper, so the
answer is 2000 * 20 = 40000 ms = 40s 

 

QUESTION 11

A producer application was sending messages to a partition with a replication factor of 2 by connecting to Broker 1 that
was hosting partition leader. If the Broker 1 goes down, what will happen? 

A. The producer will automatically produce to the broker that has been elected leader 

B. The topic will be unavailable 

C. The producer will stop working 

Correct Answer: A 

Once the client connects to any broker, it is connected to the entire cluster and in case of leadership changes, the
clients automatically do a Metadata Request to an available broker to find out who is the new leader for the topic. Hence
the producer will automatically keep on producing to the correct Kafka Broker 
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QUESTION 12

Which of the following event processing application is stateless? (select two) 

A. Read events from a stream and modifies them from JSON to Avro 

B. Publish the top 10 stocks each day 

C. Read log messages from a stream and writes ERROR events into a high-priority stream and the rest of the events
into a low-priority stream 

D. Find the minimum and maximum stock prices for each day of trading 

Correct Answer: AC 

Stateless means processing of each message depends only on the message, so converting from JSON to Avro or
filtering a stream are both stateless operations 

 

QUESTION 13

What client protocol is supported for the schema registry? (select two) 

A. HTTP 

B. HTTPS 

C. JDBC 

D. Websocket 

E. SASL 

Correct Answer: AB 

clients can interact with the schema registry using the HTTP or HTTPS interface 

 

QUESTION 14

To continuously export data from Kafka into a target database, I should use 

A. Kafka Producer 

B. Kafka Streams 

C. Kafka Connect Sink 

D. Kafka Connect Source 

Correct Answer: C 

Kafka Connect Sink is used to export data from Kafka to external databases and Kafka Connect Source is used to
import from external databases into Kafka. 
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QUESTION 15

A producer is sending messages with null key to a topic with 6 partitions using the DefaultPartitioner. 

Where will the messages be stored? 

A. Partition 5 

B. Any of the topic partitions 

C. The partition for the null key 

D. Partition 0 

Correct Answer: A 

Message with no keys will be stored with round-robin strategy among partitions. 
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